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Part 1: Statistical Information 

The distribution of grades awarded in the May 2015 session are given in the table below.  

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number 5 17 22 7 1 4 6 62 
% of Total 8.06 27.42 35.48 11.29 1.61 6.45 9.68 100 

 

Part 2: Comments regarding candidate’s performance 

Performance in this paper is classified according to the average mark as follows:  

71 – 100: Very good  

61-70: Good  

51-60: Fair  

41-50: Poor  

0-20: Very poor 

Overall, it was noted that candidates paid more attention than in previous years to the descriptors (e.g., 
list, describe, explain) and this contributed to higher marks. Students were also better prepared overall. 

Performance in questions related to programming remains very poor, and whenever a choice is available, 
the programming question is consistently avoided. 

It seems that several students struggle to manage time in the exam. The first questions are typically 
answered in a very detailed fashion whilst questions attempted towards the end are answered shoddily. A 
consistent problem over the years has been that students rush to writing answers prior to planning them 
out. In doing so, they tend to write a lot of text that does not add any value to the answer, in addition to 
wasting valuable time. Candidates should be instructed to go directly to the point in their answers. 

PAPER 1 

Question A1  
Performance: Good 

a. Information Systems in Organisations 
i. A number of candidates wrote that an MIS refers to people rather than software. Others 

knew what an MIS is but could not provide its characteristics (as opposed to other IS). 
ii. Some candidates found trouble providing uses and opted to give a definition instead. 
iii. Several candidates could not distinguish between magnetic strip and microchip. Many 

knew what the acronym RFID stands for, but could not say much about it. 
iv. Performance in this question was good. A common mistake was to list viruses as one of 

the answers. However, a number of good answers such as outdated software, advances 
in technology, and legal requirements were provided. 

v. Almost all candidates answered this question correctly. 
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b. Networks 
i. Generally answered correctly. When providing subjective answers, candidates should 

qualify them. For example, saying that fibre optics are cheaper in the long term is a better 
answer than just saying that they are cheaper. 

ii. Mostly answered correctly. 
iii. Mostly answered correctly. 
iv. Most candidates did well but a sizeable proportion could only recall three. 
v. Candidates opted to define the two terms rather than contrasting them. 

Question A2  
Performance: Good 

a) The definition provided for the ALU was more accurate than that of the CU 
b) Mostly answered correctly. 
c) Again answers were quite good. Candidates defined servers better than supercomputers. 
d) Good performance was registered for this question. Braille keyboards and speech recognition 

software were amongst the most popular answers. 
e) There were two issues in answers to this question. The first was that some candidates provided 

characteristics rather than advantages/disadvantages. The second was related to subjective 
answers, e.g., saying that SDD can hold a lot of data. 

f) Some students wrote about software although the question asked about devices (hardware). 
Besides, the question asked how devices can be used. Yet several candidates simply listed 
devices that could be used in a class. Saying that a tablet can be used is a poor answer. Saying 
that students could use a programmable robot to learn programming constructs is a better 
answer. 

g) A number of students omitted this question. Those who answered almost unanimously mentioned 
the size. 

h) Several candidates mentioned benefits (e.g., fun, engaging) rather than uses. 

Question A3  
Performance: Good 

Poor performance was recorded in this question. Several candidates left it out, others knew what the 
acronym stands for, and that it is somewhat related to backups but could not say much on how it 
functions. 

a) Examinees could define offsite backups but many missed full marks for failing to identify 
situations in which they’re useful (physical damage to main building) 

b) Answers were rather vague. Candidates had trouble identifying advantages/disadvantages. 
c) Very good performance in this question. 
d) Most candidates could provide good examples but not definitions.  
e) Several candidates apparently did not understand the word ‘transit’. There was a sizeable amount 

of candidates who explained the term properly but did not provide two examples. 

Question A4  
Performance: Fair 

Despite several candidates choosing the question, performance was not so good 

a) It was surprising to see that a number of candidates lost marks in describing this relatively simple 
concept. 

b) Several candidates lost marks for leaving something out (e.g., some stakeholder, or the different 
access rights) or by not attempting the question at all. Some examinees drew diagrams that were 
rather irrelevant, and some other drew diagrams that were not explained. 
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c) In these kind of subjective questions, candidates tend to be fearful of committing themselves 
either way. This fear is not justified because there isn’t one correct answer – the examiner is 
more interested in the reasoning rather than in the ultimate choice. 

d) Answers to this question were generally poor – candidates did not comprehend what consistency 
is and/or its benefits. Very few managed to obtain full marks in this question. 

e) Approximately half of the candidates knew the validation checks whilst most of the rest 
improvised answers. 

f) Once again most answers for this question were improvised. A number of candidates confused 
data input errors with programming errors (e.g., syntax, logical) 

Question B1  
Performance: Good 

a) Mostly answered correctly 
b) Performance in this question was quite poor mostly due to the fact that candidates did not 

understand the term upward communication, or why it is necessary. 
c) Mostly answered correctly 
d) Mixed performance was registered. Very few candidates managed to define both terms correctly. 

Question B2  
Performance: Good 

Issues of time management were noted in this question. Candidates focused on internal/external factors 
but did not explain how they lead to change. Answers on why change is necessary lacked creativity. 
Suggestions for overcoming resistance were decent, most of them revolving around staff training. 

Question B3  
Performance: Fair  

Candidates provided poor answers for this question. They focused on the superficial/obvious (role is that 
of purchasing raw materials/equipment) without any depth (evaluating suppliers, ensuring stock levels are 
maintained, issuing invoices, liaising with production, developing relationships, evaluating trials, tenders, 
etc.). When discussing profitability, most candidates limited their answers to purchasing at a low cost. 
One could have provided alternative answers, such as focusing on quality to maintain customer 
satisfaction that in turn leads to repeat sales. 

Question B4  
Performance: Good 

Students defined e-government well, and provided generally good advantages (mostly logistic) and 
disadvantages (mostly related to accessibility/reach). The examples provided show that candidates may 
have studied the topic but have limited exposure to actual services provided by the local e-government 
portal. 
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PAPER 2 

Question A1  
Performance: Fair 

a) Candidates answered i) well, but few managed to distinguish between multitasking and 
multiprogramming (ii)). 

b) Candidates could provide advantages/disadvantages for specific and generic software, but 
struggled to provide advantages/disadvantages for integrated software suites and especially 
application generators. 

c) Few examinees knew what amalgamated services are. 

Question A2  
Performance: Good 

a) Definitions for intranets were better than those of extranets. Several candidates could not provide 
reasonable examples on how these can be used in a business. 

b) Most students could not properly define DNS and TLD though they vaguely knew what they are. 
Typical answers explained DNS as ‘the first part of the domain’ name and TLD as ‘the last bit of 
the domain’. 

c) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 
d) Answers to this question were mostly correct, with identity theft and sellers that do not fulfil orders 

amongst the most popular answers. 
e) Answers to this question were mostly correct, with identity theft and phishing amongst the most 

popular answers. 

Question A3  
Performance: Good 

a) Some candidates confused manual filing systems with flat file systems. 
b) The limitations provided were mostly superficial. One would have expected more technical 

answers such as redundancy and inconsistency of data. 
c) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 
d) Candidates answered this question well, with normalisation, and the use of DBMS amongst the 

most common recommendations. 
e) Answers to this question were mostly correct. Some candidates stressed that end users are the 

ones that would ultimately use the software whilst others mentioned that users have first-hand 
knowledge of business processes. 

Question A4  
Performance: Good 

a) Answers to this question were mostly correct, however it would be desirable for candidates to 
provide technical answers (reliability, robustness) in addition to basic ones (cost). 

b) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 
c) Confusion was rife in answering this question. Several candidates improvised answers, and very 

few could explain the two concepts properly. 
d) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 

Question B1  
Performance: Poor 

a) Very few candidates answered this question well, despite its simplicity. 
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b) Again examinees struggled with this question. Most candidates defined indefinite loops as loops 
that never end. 

c) With so few answering question a) it follows that even less could answer c). 
d) Most candidates answered this question well. However, some focused on the relationship, and 

did not mention anything on the attributes of the entities. 
e) Very few candidates managed to answer properly this simple question, showing limited 

understanding of SQL syntax and query structure. This suggests that candidates are too reliant 
on query builders in their database projects. 

f) Once again, poor answers were provided for this question, despite it being rather intuitive. 

Question B2  
Performance: Fair 

a) Most candidates explained unit and integration testing well as opposed to dry run. 
b) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 
c) Candidates answered this question well, with documentation and good program structure 

amongst the most common answers. 
d) Several candidates mentioned trouble at maintaining the system. Few could come up with a valid 

second issue though. 

Question B3  
Performance: Good 

a) Examinees could explain the importance of staff training and the user guide well, but several did 
not know how technical documentation differs from user documentation. 

b) This was a hit or miss question. Those who were aware of the concepts provided a good answer 
for the three of them. 

c) Candidates have very limited knowledge of UML diagrams, whilst slightly better answers were 
provided for the normalisation question. 

d) Candidates could differentiate between top-down and bottom-up approaches (most drew a 
diagram) but most could not relate the concepts to design/implementation of information systems. 

Question B4  
Performance: Fair 

This was by far the least popular question in the whole exam. 

a) Only two candidates answered this question entirely correct. Some others knew how to logically 
implement the answer but made a few mistakes along the way. 

b) Candidates recovered a number of marks in this question. They encountered difficulties mostly to 
explain the term logical expression. 

c) Answers to this question were mostly correct. 
d) Only one candidate could distinguish between the two terms. 
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